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A formula for the generating function for the number of representations of n as a 
sum of three triangular numbers is given. From this formula Gauss’s theorem that 
every natural number is a sum of three triangular numbers follows immediately. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The title of this paper is, of course, the famous quotation from Gauss’s 
diary dated July 10, 1796 [S, p. 4971, where he notes with Archimedean 
glee that every natural number is the sum of three triangular numbers. 
Chapter VII of Volume II of Dickson’s History of the Theory of Numbers 
is devoted to representations of a number by three squares, and it is a well- 
known and simple exercise to show that the representations of 8n + 3 as a 
sum of three squares may be bijectively mapped onto the representations of 
n as a sum of three triangular numbers. While Legendre (in 1798) [ll, 
p. 3933 was the first to publish a proof that any natural number not of the 
form 4”(8n + 7) is a sum of three squares, the theorem on three triangular 
numbers is generally attributed to Gauss due to the famous entry in his 
diary. 
There are famous identities due to Jacobi [9] which provide generating 
function proofs for the results on representations by two, four, six, and 
eight squares. For example, if r,s(n) denotes the number of representations 
of n as a sum of s squares, then 
~~owr*(w= ( .;I, %Jn2)‘=(lJ&$) 1 t-11 
= (-,yq*n--l 
=1+4 c 
n=l l-q*“-’ ’ (1.1) 
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and similar formulas were given by Jacobi for six and eight squares [9, 
Sects. 40-421. 
In a lengthy study of the fifth and seventh order mock theta functions 
[3] which was based on the theory of Bailey chains [2]. we derived 
incidentally 
From (1.3) the theorem in our title is easy. 
The object of this paper is to provide a completely self-contained proof 
of (1.3) and to examine briefly its consequences. In Section 2 we prove five 
lemmas, each of which is either explicitly or implicitly in the literature. Sec- 
tion 3 is devoted to the derivation of (1.3) from these lemmas. Finally in 
Section 4 we examine the consequences of this result briefly. 
2. THE LEMMAS 
We shall require five results. To make our exposition reasonably short 
we shall utilize the standard notation 
(a; qL. = (a), = fi (1 -@I 
?I=0 
(2.1) 
(a; q), = (a), = (a; qL/(@; 4)x 
(= (1-a)(l-aq)..*(l-aq”-‘) 
when n is a nonnegative integer). (2.2) 
Throughout our work convergence questions will be trivial provided we 
always assume /q) < 1. 
LEMMA 1 (F. H. Jackson [8]). 
(2.3) 
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Proof. Let f(a) denote the left-hand side of (2.3). Then 
O” f(a)= C (a),((1 - 4”) + (4” - aq2”)Wn qn2an.V 
n=O (4M 1 - a)(aq/y), 
n=O (q)Jl-a)(aq/y),+, 
(where we shifted n to n + 1 in the first sum) 
Iteration of this functional equation shows that 
(2.4) 
and sincef(0) = 1, we see that (2.3) fohows by Ietting N-v co in (2.4). g 
LEMMA 2 (Cauchy [4, Eqs. (15) and (16)]). 
Proof: Let g(t) denote the right-hand side of (2.5). Then clearly 
(1 - t) g(t) = (1 - at) g( tq). Since g(t) is analytic around 6 = 0 with 
g(0) = 1, we substitute its power series expansion xnaoA,t” into our 
functional equation and compare coefficients of t”. Hence 
A.-A._,=q”A.-uq”-‘A._,, 
or 
A 
n 
=(l-aq”-l)A __ 
(l-q”) n I’ 
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and n iterations together with the fact that A0 = g(0) = 1 imply that A,, = 
(a),/(q),. Hence the power series expansion on the left-hand side of (2.5) is 
established. 
If in (2.5) we let a = q-“, and t = zqm, then (2.6) follows after algebraic 
simplification. 1 
LEMMA 3 (E. Heine [6, p. 107, Eq. (6)]. 
(2.7) 
_ ;;;I f. 2,, t”)..(cuh)~q~“‘s”“‘(~ib), by (2.5)) 
??I 
(b), x (c/b),,, b”((clb) q”), 
=(c,,J, (qLz(cq”l~b)x. 
(b)~(~~b),~ % (cjab), b” 
= (C~,(Ci~~), ,ns, (4fm 
(bL(O)m(cbL 
= (cL(clabL(b),m ’ 
and now (2.7) now follows by cancellation of (b), from numerator and 
denominator in the last expression. i 
LEMMA 4 (Inverted Bailey transform [2] ). rf c(” = /J’,, = 1, and for n > 1, 
n (uq),+i-,( - l)Hq(n+.?i 
a,=(1 -ag’“) t: 
(qf,z-.i ’ j=O 
(2.8) 
then 
(2.9) 
Proof We substitute the expression for ~1, given in (2.8) into the right- 
hand side of (2.9). Thus the right-hand side of (2.9) is 
289 
(aq/y), f (y)n(-l)"~~~-"q(n:l)fl -aq2") 
(@I), n=O (T?/YL 
x f (Oy.),+j-,(-l)“-‘q(“+i 
j=O k&r-,, 
&z!Lk; c 
, On 0 
x(Y),+j(-l)‘a~+jy-~-jq(~+~+~)+(~)(l-ffq2~+~)(aq)~+2j~,Pi 
(cl/Yhz+i(4L~ 
LEMMA 5 (D. Shanks [2] ). 
(q2; q2L n t: (q;q2),q-n’2”+‘~~ f ,-(“;I) 
(4;..=* (q2Pf2)3 .?=o . 
(2.10) 
, ProoJ: Let S, denote the left-hand side of (2.10), and let T, denote the 
same expression except that the sum on s is up to n - 1 instead of n. Then 
clearly 
S,- T,,=q-(*“:‘), 
Furthermore 
(where we have grouped the expression in { ) as 
(1 -q2s+f )-q2”U -q2”)) 
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= (q2; q2Ld4; q2J, q-(T) 
(9; q2Mq2; s2)n I 
(since the second sum cancels every term in the first save 
s=n-1) 
=9 -(?;I). (2.12) 
Thus combining (2.11) and (2.12), we see that S,-Snp,=qm(*“:‘)+ 
q-(‘“) d 2 an since So = 1 we see that Lemma 5 follows. 1 
3. PROOF OF (1.3) 
Suppose in all expressions in Lemma 4 we replace q by q*, and then set 
a=q2, y=q, and let 
B,=(-l)'(q;q*),q~/'~' 
I 
(9'; 4*)j(q3; 4*), ' 
With these specializations, the left-hand side of (2.9) becomes 
(q2; q2)2, 
(q3; q2M4; q2L 
(by Lemma 3 ). (3.1) 
To evaluate the right-hand side of (2.9) we must first consider (2.8), 
c( J4”U -4 
4n+*) 
n 
(1 -q2) 
i (q* ;  q*)n+,(q; q2), qnL -n-2nJ 
j=o (q2i q2)n-j(q2; 4*)j(q3i 4*)/ 
=(-1),q,~~.(1_q4n+*)(q*;q2), ‘Z 
c 
(4; q2J, q-‘“’ 
(1 -s2) ,=o (q2i q2)ti-j(q3i 4*)j 
x i (+hq2nh+h2+h 
h=o b?*; q2),-h(q2; q2)h 
(by (2.6)) 
(1 -q2) 
x i i (q~*~~q2)j(-~)h+iq*~h+hZ+h~jz+~(q~q2)j 
j=O h=O (q3; q*)j(q*; q*)j-h(q*; q*)h 
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J-l),q,2-.(1-q4n+*) 
(l-4*) 
h=O j=O 
h+J<n 
(q3; q*)j+ h(q2; q2)j(q2; q2)h 
J-l)“q”ZP”(l-q 4n+2) 
(l-q21 
i (q-*“; q2)j(q; q2)J q-j2+j( - 1)’ 
j=O (q2; 4*)j(q3i 4*)j 
h=O (q*; q2)h(q2i+3; q*)h 
=(-l)“q”‘~“(l-q 4n+2) 
(l-4*) 
f (q-*“; q*)j(q; q2)J q-jz+J( _ 1)’ 
J=o (q*; 4*)j(q3i q2)j 
(by Lemma 3) 
=(-l)“q”?-“(l-q4”+2)(q?;qz), 
(1 -s2) 
f cq; q*)j q--*nj 
(43; j=O (4*; q2)j 
(- 1)" q"2( 1 + q2n+ ') '11 
= 
Cl+41 
1 ,-(J:‘) 
j=O 
(3.2) 
by Lemma 5. 
Thus with the specializations given at the beginning of this section, we 
may now evaluate the right-hand side of (2.9) as 
=(bq)(q;q2), f ,f q’“2+Zn--(J:1)(1+q*n+1) 
(1 -q*“+‘) . (3.3) 
Equating (3.1) with (3.3) and recalling that 
(q2;q2L 
(4; q2)m (replace q by q - ’ in Lemma 5 and let n -+ CD), 
we obtain (1.3). 
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4. CONCLUSION 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, Gauss’s theorem on triangular 
numbers follows immediately from ( 1.3). To see this just replace i by 2n -j, 
and clearly all terms on the right-hand side of (4.1) have positive coef- 
ficients when expanded in powers of q and the nth term produces a positive 
contribution to the coefficient of q”. In [3], we also show that 
-2 5 q 
n2 ~ I:( 1 - q”)( - 1 )’ 
l+q” 
(4.2) 
n=l 
lil <n 
Of course the coefficients in this representation are no longer obviously 
positive, and as we know, infinitely many integers are not the sum of three 
squares (namely, all those of the form 4n(86 + 7)). 
Also from the classical results of Kronecker [lo] and Gauss we can use 
(1.3) and (4.2) to provide computational formulas for the class numbers of 
binary quadratic forms. However, there already exist reasonable formulae 
for the generating functions for the class numbers of binary quadratic forms 
due to Humbert [7, pp. 349-3501 ( see also Mordell [12] and Watson 
[ 131). Consequently it is doubtful that these new formulas greatly improve 
the efficiency of computation of class numbers. 
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